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The sun – our star 
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Worksheet 1

Each second the sun 
radiates enough energy to 
turn Earth’s oceans from 
ice into boiling water!

If the sun didn’t shine, 
Earth’s temperature 
would drop to -240°C 
(-400°F), freezing the 
oceans and atmosphere.

It’s brilliant!

Mass: 1,989,000 billion kg 
(4,400,000 billion lbs). This is 330,000 
times Earth’s mass).
Distance: 149,598,000 km from Earth 
(92,955,888 mi).
Power: 380,000 billion kilowatts
Temperature: 15,000,000°C 
(27,000,000°F) at the core and 
5,500,000°C (9,900,000°F) on the 
surface.
Light: It takes light 8 minutes and 18 
seconds to reach Earth.
Composition: A giant ball of gas 
composed of 78% to 90% hydrogen, 
10% to 20% helium, some carbon, 
oxygen and nitrogen, and traces of iron, 
nickel, manganese and chrome.

Family: an ordinary 
light-producing star. 
Distinguishing feature:  
the ideal distance from Earth to 
make life possible.
Name: 
English: the sun 
Spanish: el sol 
French: le soleil 
Italian: il sole 
German: die Sonne 
Latin: solis
Age: Roughly 5 billion years. 
It is about halfway through 
its life.
Size: 1,392,000 km in diameter 
(860,000 mi). This is 109 times 
wider than Earth.

SHEET ( )FACT   

Key to exercises
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Exercise 3
Use the sun fact sheet to answer the following questions.

•  The sun is a star like all other stars.   True False

•  It is a giant ball of fire.  True False

•  It is 109 times bigger than Earth.  True False

•  It is 300 times heavier than Earth.  True False

•  If the sun didn’t shine, it would be -240 °C on Earth.   True False

•  Sunlight takes 5 seconds to reach Earth.   True False

Exercise 2
Use the sun fact sheet to find out how big the sun is compared to Earth.
Explain which picture is correct and why.

Exercise 1
Satelli asked Lucas to think of words from the sun’s word family. These are words that 
include “sun” as part of the word. He found four. Can you find them? 

sunburn

sunshade

sunset

sunny

It is the biggest one, because the sun’s diameter is 109 times larger than the diameter of Earth.

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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• Venus: Venus resembles the Earth and is 
almost the same size, but it is closer to the 
sun and at 450°C (842°F) it’s 20 
times hotter.

• Neptune: Another gas planet, Neptune 
is dark blue and the furthest planet from 
our star.

• Uranus: Neptune’s neighbor, Uranus is a 
pastel blue gas planet.

• Mercury: Baked again and again by the sun, 
this small planet is the closest to 
our star.

Exercise 4
Read the facts below and circle the words that can help you identify planets in 
our solar system.

• Mars: Mars, Earth’s slightly smaller 
neighbor, is called “the red planet.”

• Jupiter:  Jupiter is the biggest planet, 
made of gas, and lashed by strong winds. 
It has a giant cyclone called “the eye 
of Jupiter.”

• Saturn: A gas planet between Jupiter and 
Uranus, Saturn has giant rings that make 
it easy to spot.

• Earth: The third planet, Earth is the only 
planet in the solar system with liquid 
water. Water vapor forms clouds.

Earth

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

After you read about the planets, use the text to help you label each one.

Key to exercises
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One day (roughly 24 hours) is the time it takes Earth to rotate completely. 
How long is a ”day” on Venus?

One year (365 days) is the time it takes Earth to revolve around the sun. How long is 
a ”year” on Saturn?

Look at the planet diagram and explain why life is impossible on Mercury and  
Saturn. Use the Internet to help you.

Source: www.futura-sciences.com

Exercise  5 

Mars Jupiter Venus Mercury

Distance from the sun 230,000,000 km 780,000,000 km 110,000,000 km 58,000,000 km

Diameter 6,760 km 143,000 km 12,200 km 4,900 km

Rotation time 24.6 hours 9.93 hours 243 days 58.7 days

Revolution time 687 days 4,333 days 225 days 88 days

Saturn Uranus Earth Neptune

Distance from the sun 1,400,000,000 km 2,900,000,000 km 150,000,000 km 4,500,000,000 km

Diameter 12,000 km 52,000 km 12,750 km 49,000 km

Rotation time 10.67 hours 17.24 hours Roughly 24 hours 16.11 hours

Revolution time 10,760 days 30,600 days 365 days 60,190 days

Notebooking
Create a birthday message for a friend or relative that tells them how old they 
are in hours, days, months, and years on two planets other than earth.

A day on Venus lasts 243 days (rotation time).

A year on Saturn lasts 10,760 days (revolution time).

Mercury is too close to the sun. It is too hot for life.

The average temperature on the surface of Mercury is 179°C.

Saturn is too far from the sun. It is too cold for life.

The average temperature on the surface of Saturn is -180°C.

Key to exercises
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Does the sun rise?
The sun is very far away in the sky, so it looks as if it’s moving during the day. In                you 

can see the sun rising, moving and setting, and then             again. In fact, only            has moved, 

making one complete turn on its axis. The sun always rises in the east and sets in the west 

because Earth has turned in the                              , whatever the season, for billions of years.

The expression “the sun rises                        and sets in the west” is not strictly true. The Sun 

doesn’t do anything — we’re the ones who are                !

moving     24 hours     the same direction      

Earth     in the east     rising

Exercise 6 
Lucas spilled water all over his notebook page. Help him fill in the blanks using the 
word bank below.

West

North

East

South

24 hours

rising Earth

same direction

in the east

moving

Key to exercises
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Produces electricity

Enables plants to grow

Keeps Earth at the right temperature for life 

Feeds animals and people

Light during the day

Exercise 8 

Why do we need our star?
Julie, Lucas’s little sister, has a sunburn and now she’s in a bad mood. That evening, 
she says: “I’m fed up with the sun! We don’t even need it!” But this is not true. Why 
do we need the sun? Draw a line between the drawings and the words that go with 
them, and then give the exercise a title. 

Flashlight

Ping-pong ball

Skewer to 
pierce the ball

Modeling clay

Notebooking

Exercise 7 
Mrs. Dupont, an elementary school teacher in San Francisco, put this on her desk 
this morning. What is she going to explain to her students using this model? Explain 
what the flashlight and ball represent.

Write a paragraph that explains how the sun benefits living 
organisms, including humans, animals, and plants.

The flashlight/sun only lights up part of the ball/Earth.

This is why it is day on one side of Earth and night on the other: for example, when 

it is daytime in France it is still night in the United States.

Key to exercises



Exercise  1 

Use a dictionary to answer the following questions:

• What is the opposite of diurnal?

• What is the opposite of East?

• What is the diurnal star mentioned in the story about Helios?

• Helios’ chariot and Re’s Heavenly Boat are both symbols of the same daily event. Which one?

THE GREEK GOD HELIOS
In Ancient Greece, the diurnal star is represented by the god 
Helios. He is also the brother of Selene, the goddess of the 
moon. Every day, Helios drives his golden chariot across the sky, 
pulled by four horses. Preceded by Eos, the dawn, he gives light 
to the gods and mortals.

THE EGYPTIAN GOD RA
In Ancient Egypt, Ra (or Re) rises every morning in the East to the 
sound of singing and dancing. He opens his dazzling eye, then 
gets into his Morning Boat and sails across the firmament until 
evening. Then he boards his Night Boat and sails through the 
underworld – a world of night inhabited by death.

NGSS
Humans can harness the sun’s energy to cook food, dry clothes, and more.

1© TOTAL S.A. 2017 © 2017 SunPower Corporation. All rights reserved.

They symbolize the daily rising and setting of the sun.

The opposite of “diurnal” (day) is “nocturnal” (night).

The opposite direction of East is West.

The diurnal star is the sun.

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
Myths about our star – the sun
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1. 

5.

10.

13.

Exercise  2 
In another Greek myth, Icarus escapes from a labyrinth on wax wings made by his 
father Daedalus. Disobeying his father, he flies high in the sky and gets too close to the 
sun; the wax melts, and Icarus falls and dies.

• Put the following passage into the present tense from line 1 (“happy and excited”) to line 
 6 (“words”).
• Underline the words that describe birds in blue and words that make you think of heat in red.

Happy and excited, Icarus impatiently stomped the ground, since, like most of us, he had often 
dreamed of taking flight like a bird. He and Daedalus soared out of the labyrinth and into the sky 
on their broad, light wings. Carried along by the wind, Icarus was thrilled by the pleasure of flying 
and towering over the landscape.  Father and son flew like this for a long time, high above the 
wonderful Greek countryside, but when they arrived over an even more wonderful landscape, Ica-
rus could not resist his desire and disobeyed Daedalus’ wise, fatherly words. He got dangerously 
close to the sun and did not hear the desperate cries of his father, who knew all too well where 
his son’s foolhardiness might lead him. Icarus felt powerful and, flying higher and higher, thought 
himself equal to the birds. But the wax in his wings began to melt, unable to resist the intense heat 
of the sun, and the young man plummeted into the void and then plunged into the sea, which 
now bears his name. Daedalus, wild with grief, fished his son’s lifeless body from the water. The 
young man, lacking experience and wisdom, had burned the innocence of his tender age in the 
captivating heat of the solar star.
Source: based on http://www.iletaitunehistoire.com

Happy and excited, Icarus impatiently stomped the ground, since, like most of us, he had often 
dreamed of taking flight like a bird. He and Daedalus soared out of the labyrinth and into the sky 
on their broad, light wings. Carried along by the wind, Icarus was thrilled by the pleasure of flying 
and towering over the landscape.  Father and son flew like this for a long time, high above the 
wonderful Greek countryside, but when they arrived over an even more wonderful landscape, Ica-
rus could not resist his desire and disobeyed Daedalus’ wise, fatherly words. He got dangerously 
close to the sun and did not hear the desperate cries of his father, who knew all too well where 
his son’s foolhardiness might lead him. Icarus felt powerful and, flying higher and higher, thought 
himself equal to the birds. But the wax in his wings began to melt, unable to resist the intense heat 
of the sun, and the young man plummeted into the void and then plunged into the sea, which 
now bears his name. Daedalus, wild with grief, fished his son’s lifeless body from the water. The 
young man, lacking experience and wisdom, had burned the innocence of his tender age in the 
captivating heat of the solar star.
Source: based on http://www.iletaitunehistoire.com

Happy and excited, Icarus impatiently stomps the ground, since like most of 

us, he has often dreamed of taking flight like a bird. He and Daedalus soar 

out of the labyrinth and into the sky on their broad, light wings. Carried 

along by the wind, Icarus is thrilled by the pleasure of flying and towering 

over the landscape. Father and son fly like this for a long time, high above 

the wonderful Greek countryside, but when they arrive over an even more 

wonderful landscape, Icarus cannot resist his desire and disobeys Daedalus’ 

wise, fatherly words.

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
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Exercise  3 
Research: what other objects can you use to make fire using the sun?
Draw a diagram to show how.

In 215 BC, the fleet of the consul Marcellus 
laid siege to Syracuse, which had broken off 
its alliance with Rome. Archimedes played 
an active role in the city’s defense. He laid 
out the fortifications and built machines to 
defend the city. Legend has it that he used 
mirrors to destroy part of the Roman fleet.

The legend of the man who used the sun  
as a weapon of war

Archimedes concentrated the sun’s rays on the ships’ sails until they burst into flames. This is cer-
tainly a legend, since there were no mirrors large enough to do this at the time, but in theory, it 
was a brilliant plan. 

A magnifying glass 
The pupil might draw other glass 
objects (bottom of a bottle, a pair of 
glasses, etc.).

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
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E R UKA E

It’s 9 P.M. and Lucas is camping in the forest. He is getting hungry and needs to light 
a campfire to cook his food. Lucas left his matches at home, but he’s not worried 
because he has his magnifying glass. Do you think he is right not to worry?

Exercise  4 

Archimedes was also a well-known scientist. In another legend, he uses a phrase which 
means “I’ve found it” in Greek and which we still use today!
Put the letters in the correct order to spell the word.

Exercise  5 

Eureka 

To light a fire with a magnifying glass, you need a lot of sun, but it is 9 p.m. and 

the sun has set or is setting. Lucas will not be able to light his fire.

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
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Re    Huitzilopochtli Inti     Helios

Exercise  6 
After reading the paragraph below, write the name of each sun god by his picture and 
on the map below.

Gods & the sun - master of the world
In Ancient Egypt, Ra (or Re) was the sun god. Ra was one of the most 
important gods – perhaps the most important. He wears an Egyptian 
cross, which is a symbol of life. The Aztecs of Central America called him 
Huitzilopochtli, the god of the sun and war and the master of the world. 
He is depicted with a sceptre shaped like a snake in his hand. For the 
Incas of South America, he was Inti, who wore a sun-shaped crown. In 
Greek, he was Helios, the god of the sun. Every morning, Helios soared 
into the sky in his chariot pulled by four galloping white horses. In the eve-
ning, Helios arrived in the land of the Hesperides, then returned to where 
he started. 

Inti (South America)

Helios 
(Greece)

Re (Egypt)Huitzilopochtli (Central America)

Inti Ra or Re

Huitzilopochtli

Helios

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
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Statue of Liberty Colossus of Rhodes

Exercise  7 
Have you heard of the Statue of Liberty in New York? Did you know that it was a 
gift from the French to their American friends? Look at the picture of the Colossus 
of Rhodes (one of the Seven Wonders of the World, no longer in existence), which 
represented the sun god Helios, and compare it with the Statue of Liberty. What do 
you notice? Write down a few of your observations. 

Notebooking
Think of a phenomenon related to the sun. Write your own 
myth or legend that explains that phenomenon.

The two statues have points in common: they overlook the sea;

they are on a plinth; they have a crown that represents 

the sun; and they both have one hand raised.

On the other hand, the Statue of Liberty is a woman and the 

Colossus of Rhodes is a man.

Key to exercisesThe sun in tales and legends
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What is energy?
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NGSS
Energy comes in different forms.

Warming yourself, cooking food, refrigerating 
groceries, washing clothes, moving around, 
communicating, lighting, having fun, and 
receiving treatment in a hospital – all 
need energy!

Energy from the sun is vital for life. Without 
the sun, there would be no wind, rain, daylight 
or plants.

In fact, it is impossible to do or produce 
anything without consuming energy. You use 
energy when you flex your muscles or toss a 
ball. Food gives us energy, providing fuel for 
running or walking. But we only see energy 
when it’s transformed into something: for 
example, when a train moves, when wood 
burns, or when the sun lights up and warms 
your face. Energy is all around you.

Your mom tells you to eat up your breakfast cereal, because “you 
need energy for school.” Your dad tells you to switch off the light 
to “save energy.” Are these the same thing? As Satelli is going to tell 
you, energy is at the center of our lives.

What’s energy all about?

Key to exercises
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Exercise 1 
Circle the actions or things that use energy in green, circle sources of energy in red, 
and circle things that are both in blue.

Key to exercises
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H 1885
First gas-powered car.

1300
The first paper mills 
are powered by 
hydraulic energy.

N

1942
Discovery of 
nuclear reaction 
using uranium  
to produce 
electricity.

A

I

B

C

D

E

F

J

K

L

M

1882
Invention of 
the electric 
light bulb.

5000 BC
Wind power  
is used by the 
first sailboats.

1814
The first steam  
locomotive runs  
in England.

17th century
Invention of the 
steam engine.

700 BC
Man builds  
the first windmills 
to mill wheat and 
make flour.

G 1839
Antoine Becquerel 
discovers that 
sunlight can 
produce electricity. 
This is called the 
photovoltaic effect.

1821
Invention of  
the first electric 
engine.

Prehistory
Man domesticates fire.

1859
The first oil 
well is pum-
ped in the 
United States.

8000 BC
Man invents 
agriculture and 
uses animal power.

2015 
A plane powered  
by solar energy 
alone takes off  
on a journey 
around the world.

A short history of energy

Exercise 2 
The wind is a good source of energy, but it also messed up the teacher’s paperwork 
when she opened the window!

• a) Draw a line to match the sentences to their correct drawings. 

F

L

N

D H

B

C

M

I

G

K

J

A

E

Key to exercises
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• c) A lot of things were invented at the same time. Which century was it? To find the  
 answer, search for a period in the history of the world when this happened.

Prehistory 8000 BC 5000 BC 0 AD 1300

1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100

Exercise 2 (continued) 
• b) Then put each invention or discovery in chronological order using the letters   
 next to the sentences.

It was during the 19th century. People invented many things and began to produce objects in 

large quantities in factories. This period is called the “Industrial Revolution.”

C D L F N

J B, E, G, K, I, 
H

A M

Key to exercises
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Behind the scenes of the Queen 
of Tarts’ energy

To prepare her tarts, the queen in the Queen of Tarts took 
the flour milled in her village’s mill after the summer wheat 
harvest. Then she fetched milk from the cool cellar (it was 
drawn that morning). She had churned the butter the day 
before by hand with fresh cream. Before making her tarts, 
she had to go and fetch some wood from the forest to fuel 
her oven. Because it was 6 o’clock in the evening and win-
ter, when she put the tarts in the oven, she lit her candles 
to see. She took this opportunity to eat her soup, which 
she reheated on her stove. A 7 o’clock in the evening, she 
took the tarts out of the oven and went to bed, because it 
was very cold despite the heat from the oven.

The rhyme
The Queen of Hearts, she made 
some tarts,
All on a summer’s day.
The Knave of Hearts, 
he stole the tarts,
And took them 
clean away.
The King of Hearts called for 
the tarts,
And beat the Knave 
full sore.
The Knave of Hearts brought back 
the tarts,
And vowed he’d steal 
no more.

Queen of Tarts
INGREDIENTS:
• 1 cup (4.5 oz.) all-purpose flour
• 1/3 cup powdered sugar
• 1/4 cup chopped pistachios
• 6 tablespoons (3 oz.) salted 

butter, cubed
• 1 (8-oz.) package cream cheese, softened
• 2 teaspoons lemon zest, plus 1 Tbsp. 

fresh juice (1 lemon)
• 1/2 cup granulated sugar
• 1 cup heavy whipping cream, whipped
• 2 cups sliced fresh strawberries
• 1 tablespoon granulated sugar
 

Key to exercises
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Exercise 4
What does Behind the scenes of the Queen of Tarts’ energy tell us about daily life in 
the 18th century, when there was no electricity?

Exercise 3 
• Put the Behind the scenes of the Queen of Tarts’ energy story into the present tense.

• Then replace all of the underlined words by actions we would do now. Example: To 
prepare her cake, the princess took the flour she had fetched from the supermarket 
in her car.

People’s lives in the 18th century were more difficult and less comfortable than 

ours. There was no electricity, inventions like the car, supermarkets or heating to 

make life easier. People living in the 18th century cooked cakes, of course, but it 

took them longer.

To prepare her cake, the queen in the Queen of Tarts takes the flour milled in her village’s mill after the 
summer wheat harvest. She then goes to fetch the milk from the cool cellar (it was drawn that mor-
ning). She churned the butter the day before by hand with fresh cream. Before making her cake, she 
also has to go and fetch some wood from the forest to fuel her oven. Because it is 6 o’clock in the eve-
ning and winter when she puts the cake in the oven, she lights her candles while the cake is rising. She 
takes this opportunity to eat her soup, which she reheats on her stove. At 7 o’clock in the evening, she 
takes the cake out of the oven and goes to bed, because it is very cold despite the heat from the oven.

The flour milled in the mill > that she fetched from the grocery store
The milk that was from the cool cellar > that was in the fridge
It had been drawn that morning > she had bought it from the supermarket that morning
She churned the butter the day before by hand > she took the pack of butter
She had to go and fetch some wood from the forest > she lit her convection oven
She lit her candles > She switched on the light, radio, television and computer
Her soup, which she reheated on her stove > which she reheated in the microwave
Despite the heat from the oven > the electric heating

Notebooking
• Think of three activities that you enjoy or do often. What forms of energy are present for 

each one? Explain.

• Create a table with three columns titled: Action / Load / Power Source; and 5 rows. Fill in 
activities and related loads and power sources. For example: Baking a cake / oven / electricity.

Key to exercises
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NGSS:
Energy transfers and transforms.

Non-renewable (fossil fuels) or renewable?

Exercise 2 
Use the “Do you know the difference between non-renewable and renewable energy 
sources?” article on page 1 of the Solarama Junior to help you answer  the 
following questions:

• Which energy uses Earth’s heat?
 Is it renewable or non-renewable?

Sun (solar energy)

Water (hydraulic energy)

Coal        Gas

Wind (wind energy)

Wood, natural waste 
(biomass)

Oil

Exercise 1 
Using the words in the word bank to the left, write captions for the pictures. Then circle 
the renewable energies in green and the energies that aren’t renewable in red. Use the 
“Do you know the difference between non-renewable and renewable energy sources?” 
article on page 1 of the Solarama Junior to help you.

Wood, natural waste  
(biomass)

GasWater  
(hydraulic energy)

The energy that uses Earth’s heat is geothermal energy. It is a renewable source.

Sun
(solar energy)

Coal Wind
(wind energy)

Oil

Key to exercises
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1. To produce electricity for electrical appliances.
2. To move around (transport).
3. To produce heat (heating, hot water).

We use energies, depending on their qualities, for three main reasons:

All energies have pros and cons! Because of 
these differences, certain energies are used 
for different purposes. For example, a wood 
fire can’t power a washing machine, but it can 
heat your home. You can use moving water 

in a river (hydraulic energy) to produce 
electricity, but you can’t use it to power your 
car engine. 

Which energy for which purpose
There is no such thing as a perfect energy source (yet)

Exercise 2 (continued)
• What are the characteristics of non-renewable energies (fossil fuels)?

• What are the characteristics of renewable energies?

Renewable energies are inexhaustible. They can be used over and over again.

There are called clean energies.

non-renewable energies (fossil fuels) are available in limited quantities and cannot

be reused. These energies pollute and are partly to blame for global warming.

Key to exercises
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Examples:

Exercise 3 
Lucas understands the three uses of energy, but he’s wondering about muscular 
energy – the energy produced by the human body.

a) Can you help him fill in this table by saying which energy is used for the following 
activities? Put a check mark by the right answers in the table.

b) Then find three other examples: one for electricity, one for muscular energy, and 
one for fossil fuels.

Electricity Muscular 
Energy

Oil-based fuel 
(gasoline, diesel)

Switching on a light

Playing with a 
game console

Roller-skating

Going shopping in a car

Going up through a 
building via the stairs

Riding up through a 
building via an elevator

Walking to school

Going on holiday in 
an airplane

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1. Cooking a chocolate cake in an oven that uses electrical energy.

2. Playing tag in the school playground uses muscular energy.

3. Riding a motor scooter uses oil-based fuels.

Key to exercises
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Share your report with your class-
mates and spot the differences 
and similarities.

Exercise 4 
Read the “Close-up” on page 2 of your Solarama Junior, and then answer the following 
question: what are the two most common ways of using solar energy?

Exercise 5 
Write a report on your daily life and energy uses. Before you go to bed tonight, write 
down everything you did that day that would not be possible without energy produced 
by industry. Remember the three main uses of energy to help you (heat, transporta-
tion, and electricity). Then write a short conclusion.

Notebooking
Talk with a classmate about how he/she used energy in Exercise 5. 
Write a list of ways that you used energy in common.

Solar energy is used either to produce electricity (via sunlight) or to heat water  

(via the sun’s heat).

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 5

NGSS:
Humans use Earth’s elements to make technological devices.

Lin
ked file m

iss
ing

Answer:

Exercise 1 
Look at the “Close-up” on page 2 and the diagram in your Solarama Junior, 
and then complete the sentences and captions:

In this diagram, the sun heats the  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -solar panels to

produce - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -water.

Here, sunlight is being used to produce  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

These solar panels are called  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - solar panels.

Exercise 2 
Satelli and Lucas need to find the materials used to build photovoltaic panels. 
Help them decipher the following message.

Silicon found in sand.

hot 

thermal electricity

photovoltaic 

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 5

Exercise 3 
Using your Solarama Junior, check the right answers (sometimes you can tick more 
than one answer).

a) To produce electricity with a photovoltaic solar panel, you need:
 
 • heat from the sun
 • sunlight
 • both

b) The Greek word “photon” means:
 
 • light
 • photography
 • a type of mattress

c) The scientist who discovered the photovoltaic effect was called:
 
 • Mr Volta
 • Mr Becquerel
 • Mr Eleque

d) When the weather is bad, photovoltaic solar panels do not produce electricity:
 
 • True
 • False 

e) You can put photovoltaic panels on:

 • houses
 • business premises
 • parking lots

f) How much time does the sun need to produce the equivalent of one year  
of electricity for the planet?

 • 1 year
 • 1 hour
 • 1 day

Photovoltaic panels appeared in 1959.

They were first used by the space industry 

on satellites – like me! – to produce their 

own energy  in space.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 5

Notebooking
Write a compare/contrast about two different types of solar 
systems: photovoltaic (light as photons) and thermal (heat). Be 
sure to sketch and label a diagram of each one.

You can put photovoltaic  
solar panels on the roofs of 
houses, business premises, 
schools and parking lots.
You can also build a solar plant 
(or farm) to produce a lot of elec-
tricity. You need a large surface 
area and lots of sun.

• Why do photovoltaic panels follow the sun throughout the day?

• Have you seen photovoltaic solar panels? Where?

The idea of following the sun as it moves across the sky ins-
pired engineers to build modern solar farms. To capture as 
much light as possible – and to produce as much electricity 
as possible – photovoltaic solar panels swivel according to the 
position of the sun in the sky.

Exercise 4

According to popular belief,
sunflowers are attracted to the sun and follow it as it moves across 
the sky which is why we call them sunflowers. In fact, in order to 
grow, a young sunflower needs to protect its stem from the light, so 
it turns its flower in the direction of the sun’s rays. It’s a bit like using 
the flower as a sunshade.

Did the sunflower inspire engineers?

Yes, I have already seen solar panels on the roofs of houses, at home, at the shopping 

center, at a factory, at my school, and so on.

Photovoltaic panels follow the sun throughout the day to capture more light  

so they can produce more electricity.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 5

Exercise 6
The Greek word for “light” is “photon.” Write down some words that start with  
“photon,” meaning “light.”

Exercise 5 
Read “Behind the scenes” on page 3 of your Solarama Junior to help you write out the 
recipe for how to make a panel. Remember to use the imperative!

Ingredients: and  products

Exercise 4 (continued)
• In which region of United States do photovoltaic solar farms  
  produce the most electricity? 

• Can you use photovoltaic solar panels in colder regions, such as northern European     
  countries (Sweden, Norway etc.)? Why?

Notebooking
Research information about how solar panels are made. What are the 
main steps to the process? Which Earth elements are used?

photography, photocopy, photosynthesis, photonics, etc.

It must be the South West of the United States where the solar farms produce the most 

electricity, because the weather is really good so there is a lot more sunlight.

Yes, you can use photovoltaic solar panels in northern European countries,  

because photovoltaic solar energy uses the sun’s light, not its heat.

silicon chemical 

Mix the silicon with the chemical products. Melt them in a sort of cake mold. Cut into 

thin slices. Put the slices in the oven, and then cover them with a sort of varnish to turn 

them into “sun traps.” Assemble the cells to create a module (or solar panel).

Key to exercises
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Earth is covered with a layer of gases called the atmosphere. These gases 
are known as greenhouse gases. When the sun’s rays reach Earth, some of 
this heat bounces back into space. The atmosphere captures some of this 
heat and sends it back to Earth. This is called the greenhouse effect. The 
natural greenhouse effect keeps our planet at an average temperature of 
+15°C (+59°F) on the surface. Without the greenhouse effect, it would be 
-18°C (0°F) and it would not be possible for humans to live on Earth.

You just have to imagine our planet 
as a greenhouse in the garden: the 
greenhouse gases act like glass 
panels that capture heat and heat 
the inside of the greenhouse.

Exercise 1 
Satelli showed this drawing to his classmates at the playground. Some raindrops fell 
and smudged the words. Using the underlined words/phrases in the text above, label 
the diagram at each dot.

NGSS:
Humans have an impact on the environment.

Some of the heat  

is sent back into space.

The average temperature is +15°C at the surface.

The atmosphere  

surrounds Earth.

The sun’s rays  

reach Earth.

The atmosphere captures some of 

this heat and sends it back to Earth.

Key to exercises
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Exercise 3
Look carefully at this graph and then answer the following questions:

Which years are covered by the graph?

Which country is the graph about? 

What information does the curve show?

What does it tell you? 

Exercise 2 
When the natural greenhouse effect is disrupted, it causes climate change. What 
causes a rise in greenhouse-gas emissions?

Use the “Close up” article on page 3 of your Solarama Junior to answer the question.

The years covered are 1900 to 2010.

France, and its capital, Paris.

The curve shows the change in average temperature.

    It tells me that the average temperature has increased  

by 1.6°C compared with the average of 1951 to 1980.

Human activity (particularly the use of energy and the 

increase in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere) is responsible for the 

increase in greenhouse-gas emissions.

Key to exercises
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Exercise 5 
Climate change and global warming has not just melted the Sea of Ice glacier in 
France. Disasters like storms and hurricanes are going to increase, and there will 
be more and more serious droughts. The Antarctic ice cap is also melting, so sea 
levels are rising, often flooding entire regions where people live. Global warming 
also threatens some species, which will find it hard to acclimatize to this change 
in temperature.

Can you name some animals threatened by the effects of climate change and 
global warming?

Winter 1916 Winter 2012

Exercise 4 
These two drawings were made from photographs taken of the Sea of Ice glacier in the 
French Alps in the winters of 1916 and 2012. Trace the outline of the glacier in pencil. 
What can you see?

I see that the glacier has melted over the years, because both of these drawings 

show the Sea of Ice in winter.

I know that global warming is threatening biodiversity. For example, on the Internet 

I found that global warming is endangering animals at the Arctic and Antarctic poles, 

like polar bears, penguins and white foxes.

Key to exercises
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Exercise 5 (continued)
Connect the dots to discover which 
animal is endangered by climate 
change and global warming, 
because it has more and more 
difficulty in finding food.

Notebooking
Now that you’ve learned about how human activity causes climate change, list 5 effects of climate 
change on the environment and living organisms. 

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 6

• Transportation by car is not the only thing 
that pollutes. The fertilizer we put on farm 
fields pollutes the atmosphere and water. 
Litter, like plastic bags, also pollutes both 
the land and the sea!

• Deforestation in some parts of the world like 
South America increases pollution and

global warming. Trees are able to ab-
sorb our carbon dioxide and release 
oxygen. If there are fewer trees, there is 
more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
and the greenhouse effect gets worse!

When you use fossil fuels to travel or heat your home, you emit carbon dioxide, which 
is a greenhouse gas. Using oil as fuel has another impact on the environment. Using 
these two images, fill in the gaps in the conversation between Satelli and Lucas.

Exercise 6

---------------------------------------- emit gases 

that ----------------------------------------.

By travelling ----------------------------------------, 

we use less fuel and  

---------------------------------------- less.

Today I saw that cars and trucks had to 

travel at under  

---------------------------------------- MPH on  

the highway. Do you know why?

POLLUTION
65 MPH

SPEED LIMIT

65

Cars and trucks 

pollute

slower

pollute 

Key to exercises
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Exercise 7 
Complete this crossword puzzle to find the letters that form a hidden word to solve 
the mystery:

“This renewable energy can be used to produce electricity. When it is used, it does not 
emit polluting gases, or greenhouse gases which cause global warming.”

1 This bear is endangered by the melting of the ice cap. 
2 It is warming, because of the greenhouse gases we are emitting. 
3 It is rising and changing the climate, because of man’s actions. 
4 It melts (and it’s delicious when mixed with cream). 
5 We need this to warm and light our homes and to move around. 
6 Because the ice and ice cap are melting, these are going to happen more and more often.
7 It is dangerous to health, biodiversity and the environment. 
8 We put the word “greenhouse” in front of them, and if there are too many  

of them, it disrupts the climate and the temperature rises. 

The sun – our star 

Notebooking
Describe how the greenhouse gas (GHG) phenomenon causes global climate temperatures 
to increase.
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Worksheet 7

Exercise 1 

c) Look up “literacy” in a dictionary. Write the definition here.

A country’s development is about the well-being of its people – not just its wealth. 
That’s why it needs to take into account their health (how long do people live), their 
level of education (their literacy rates, for example) and their living standards (the 
money they have to live on).

a) Based on this information, please answer the following questions

What are the three main criteria that help define a country’s development?

b) Why do you think so many children around the world don’t go to school?

Which regions of the world have the highest number of children who don’t go to school?

NGSS
Humans depend on Earth’s natural resources 
for energy to power up their lives.

Children do not go to school because they have to work. Perhaps their parents don’t 

have enough money or there are no schools near where they live. The regions of the 

world with the highest number of children who don’t go to school are Africa and Asia.

The three criteria that helps define a country’s development are the people’s 

health, level of education, and living standards. 

Literacy is the ability to read and write.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Exercise 1 (continued)

Energy consumption in the world Distribution of the global population

Source: INED 2013 Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2014 

Exercise 2

Lucas has heard about “human rights” and “the rights of the child,” but he has never 
heard of the UN. Help him find out more about this organization. What does the “UN” 
stand for?

ARTICLE 27 - THE RIGHT TO A DECENT STANDARD OF LIVING

You have the right to a decent standard of living to ensure your 

physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development.

Your parent(s) or guardians are responsible for your develop-

ment. If necessary, States need to assist your parent(s) or guar-

dians. They will give priority to nutrition, clothing and housing.

ARTICLE 28 - THE RIGHT TO AN EDUCATION

States recognize your right to an education on the basis of equal 

opportunity. In particular:

 a) You should benefit from free and compulsory 

primary education.

 b) States encourage the development of secondary education, 

available to every child and free of charge, offering financial 

assistance in case of need.

 c) Higher education must be accessible to all on the basis  

of capacity.

 d) You have the right to educational and vocational education.

Under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted in 1989: 

The United Nations

Key to exercises



World region or continent
Represents % of the 

global population
Consumes % of the 

world’s energy

Oceana 1% 2%

Europe

Asia

North America

Latin America and the Caribbean

Africa

The human challenges of sustainable development
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Worksheet 7

Everyone wants to develop – 
that’s normal. For some time 
now, people have recognized 
that we can’t develop  just any 
old way!

EVERYONE should have the right to well-being, but without 
destroying the planet’s resources. This is called  sustainable 
development.  
It means developing today in a way that doesn’t prevent other 
people from developing tomorrow because they don’t have the 
resources, face issues of pollution, or other reasons.

c) Which countries “spend” most? Why?

Exercise 2 (continued)

a) Use the two graphs and, based on the first example, complete the table below.

b) Do the different continents consume energy in the same way? Give examples to 
support your answer.

Developed countries consume the most. They are developed and wealthy so they can 

buy cars, take planes, light their buildings, etc.

10%

60%

5%

9%

15 %

26%

38%

25%

4%

5%

No, different continents do not consume energy in the same way.

For example, Europe has 10% of the global population but consumes 26% of its energy. 

North America also consumes a lot: it consumes 25% of the energy, but only has 5% of 

the global population. The opposite is true in Africa: it has 15% of the global population 

and only consumes 5% of its energy! Resources are not equally distributed.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Using these two maps, answer the following questions and explain your answers:

• a) Which two continents have the most people without access to electricity?

• b) Which continent has the greatest inequality in access to electricity? 

Exercise 3

Notebooking
What is energy poverty? If you did not have access to reliable electrical energy, what are some 
challenges you would face? List 4.

The two continents with the most people without access to electricity are Africa and Asia.

The inequality is greatest in Africa, because there are countries there where more than 

70% of the population does not have electricity.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Access to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - is important if you want to develop. For example, 

to avoid getting certain very serious illnesses, you need - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; but 
without electricity, you can’t use refrigerators to keep them cool.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - also need electricity to use equipment that helps to treat 
patients. Without electricity, it’s more complicated to keep everyone healthy.

To - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and read at night you need light, and without electricity, 

you can’t use a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to do research on the Internet or watch 

television to get the latest - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 

In some countries, you also need electricity to pump - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . It’s 
essential for human life, hygiene and agriculture.

Exercise 4

Lucas did his homework next to a pool and someone splashed him with water. The 
water smudged some of the words on his paper. Using the highlighted words above, 
fill in the blanks in the paragraph below.

• Vaccines are kept in refrigerators.
• You need light to  study and read at night.

• The telephone, television and computer which only work with 
energy, allow you to follow the news and stay informed.

• Most equipment you find in  hospitals  
   needs electricity.

• You need an electric pump to access water in some places, because 
it is very deep underground.

Energy, a source of development!

energy

vaccines

Hospitals

study

computer

water

news

Key to exercises
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2) Write a short sentence about what these numbers tell us.

Number of people                  1,000                   100 people

Number of cars                       36    

Average in China Yang Chen’s village

Number of inhabitants   1,000 

Number of cars       800       8 cars       80 cars

Average in United States        Julie’s town        Lucas’ city

You can use the number of people to work out how many cars there are in this Chinese 
village. Calculate the number and complete the table.

Exercise 5 

In China 
36 cars for every  

1,000 people
1.357 billion people

In the United States
800 cars for every 
1000 people
318.9 million people

You can use the number of cars to work out how many people live in an American city.  
Calculate the number and complete the table.

There are more cars in United States than in China, although there are fewer people in 

United States. In China, there are only between three and four cars for every 100 people.

3.6 cars 

10 people 100 people

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Exercise 6 

Give your opinion:

Yang Chen is 10. He lives in Beijing, China. His family would like a car. Since 
there are 1.3 billion Chinese people, if the Chinese had as many cars as 
the Americans, energy consumption would skyrocket, along with pollution 
and global warming. Chen knows this, but he feels that he also has the 
right to own a car to go shopping or go on vacation.

What do you think? Tell us your opinion in a few sentences.

This exercise is designed for the student to give his or her opinion.

There are no right or wrong answers.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Look at the graph and answer the following questions:

• Which number corresponds to the renewable energy line (excluding hydraulics)  
   on the graph? Do we consume a lot of renewable energy? Is it increasing?

• Which number corresponds to the oil line? 
  Do we consume a lot of oil? Has it increased between these dates?
 

 

Exercise 7 

Energy consumption from 1986 to 2014

 Source: BP Statistical Review 2014

Line no. 2 corresponds to renewable energy.

Renewable energy consumption is low but increasing.

Line no. 6 corresponds to oil. We consume a lot of oil, but only slightly more 

between these dates.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 7

Exercise 7 (continued)

• Overall, does the graph show that energy consumption has increased?

• What will happen if we continue consuming so much energy, non-renewable 
energy sources (fossil fuels)?

• What do you think we should do? Give examples.

We can increase the consumption of renewable energy like solar energy.

We can save energy, particularly oil.

We can search for other sources of energy.

Etc.

We risk not having enough energy. But we know that fossil energy is partly responsible 

for global warming. If we carry on consuming so much energy from fossil fuel, global 

warming and pollution will get worse.

Energy consumption has increased a lot. In 30 years, it has increased from 7,000  

to 12,000 million tons of oil equivalent per year.

Key to exercises



Notebooking
Write a paragraph about a day without electricity.

The human challenges of sustainable development
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Worksheet 7

From 2009 to 2013, electricity 
production from solar sources 
increased 11-fold (from 1000  
to 11,000, for example).

That’s huge!

Exercise 8

Write a few sentences to explain the 
image to the right, which shows a 
possible solution to our future 
energy challenges.

This collage shows Earth connected to the sun with an electric plug.

It shows solar energy supplying Earth with electricity.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 8

The United States is giant, covering 9.834 million square km (3.797 million square miles). Because 
of this, there are differences in temperature and precipitation across the country.

a) Look at the maps below. How do the January and July maps differ from each other?

Average temperatures in the U.S. (January)  Average temperatures in the U.S. (July)

Average rainfall in the U.S (January)   Average rainfall in the U.S (July)

Exercise 1 

Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Key to exercises

Average temperatures across the United States increase dramatically.

Rainfall shifts from the North West Coast and Gulf Coast in January to the

Midwest and Central United States during July.
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Worksheet 8

c) The United States also has many different climates. A climate is a region with do-
minant weather conditions. The major climatic zones in the United States are:
• Savana which has distinct dry and wet seasons
• Semi-Arid which supports short grass and scrubby vegetation
• Desert where hot summers and infrequent rain means little plant life
• Humid Subtropical where winters are mild and summers are hot and humid
• Oceanic which is mild and wet
• Mediterranean which has lots of sunshine and warm, dry summers
• Humid continental where winters are often severely cold and summers are 
  warm to hot
• Alpine which is also referred to as a mountain climate

Exercise 2
b) Look at the map below, which shows average solar insolation (the amount of avai-
lable sunlight) across the United States. Circle the area(s) you think are best suited for 
solar on the map.

Seattle

Phoenix

Chicago New York

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 8

Use information from the maps to fill in the table below.

Copy the climate map below onto the blank map. Label the different climatic zones.

Seattle

Phoenix 

Chicago 

New York City 

My town/city:

Average 
temperature 

in January

Average 
temperature 

in July

Solar 
insolation

What is 
the climate 

like?

Exercise 2

Answers will vary Answers will vary Answers will vary Answers will vary

Key to exercises



Notebooking
In your STEM Notebook, use the vocabulary words in the bank to write a paragraph.

The sun and geography
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Worksheet 8

TEMPERATURE
SUN
LIGHT
ELECTRICITY

PHOTOVOLTAIC
CLIMATE 
MOUNTAIN
ENERGY

SOLAR PLANTS
SATELLI
LUCAS
RAYS

Exercise 4
Using a sheet of graph paper, create a word search puzzle composed of the words 
below. Then find a classmate and exchange word searches. Solve each other’s 
word search!

• Photovoltaic solar panels use sunlight 
to produce electricity, not heat. Even 
when it’s not sunny, the light is still 
there. More electricity is produced 
when there is more sunshine- it has 
nothing to do with the temperature!

• The location of solar plants does not just depend on 
hours of sunshine, but also on whether the state is more 
committed to developing certain renewable energies 
than another.

• That is why photovoltaic solar panels are found across 
the United States, even in areas where it snows.

Exercise 3 
Take a look at the map showing the amount of sunshine.

a) What do the small solar panels on the map represent? 

b) What do you notice about where they are located in relation to hours of sunshine?
The small solar panels represent photovoltaic solar plants that produce electri-
city. They are not necessarily located in regions where there are more hours of 
sunshine, because electricity production depends on sunlight.
That is why, if you want to produce electricity using photovoltaic panels, hours of 
sunshine is not the only factor to take into account.

Key to exercises
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Worksheet 8

1

“
Fixed panels

Rotating  
panels  
mounted on a tracker

1

2

3

4

5

6

This is what happens with 3xedif plsaen. What hap-
pens if we use panels that follow the 4thpa of the sun? 
Eureka! It’s more efficient. Diagram 3 shows you what 
panels mounted on a 5raktecr look like. However, we 
can’t produce electricity all the time: we need light, so at 
6gihtn, when the sun is on the other side of Earth, the 
panels do not produce electricity.

 Photovoltaic solar panels capture the maximum 
sunlight when they are perpendicular to the sun’s rays. 
This is why in the Northern Hemisphere, they are directed 
towards the south and tilted properly. Unfortunately, the 
angle of the rays of the 1usn varies a lot depending on 
what time of day it is! In the diagrams showing the 2lsora 
laptn, if the sun is behind the panel, production is lower.

A photovoltaic solar plant with fixed panels

Exercise 5

Oh, no! Satelli was concentrating so hard on his homework that he forgot to expose himself to the 
sun. Now his battery is flat and his onboard computer is having some serious problems!

Can you unscramble what he’s 
saying? Look at the three 
pictures to help you.

”Sun

Solar plant

Fixed panels

Path

Tracker

Night

Key to exercises
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Using the text and images, answer the following questions:

a) Why did children living in certain areas get rickets? 

b) What does vitamin D do?

image 1 image 2 image 3

The sun and health

Since antiquity, children have suffered from an illness that prevents them from growing nor-
mally: rickets. It affects children living in regions with very little sunshine, but in those days no 
one realized that it had anything to do with the sun. It was only much later, toward the end 
of the 18th century, that a doctor gave children cod liver oil to prevent them from getting the 
illness. Then, in 1865, another doctor discovered that the sun also had a beneficial effect.

Finally, in 1920, people made the connection between the effectiveness of cod liver oil in pre-
venting and treating rickets and the presence of a particular substance in the oil: vitamin D. 
They discovered that this vitamin also comes from the sun’s rays and that it is vital to binding 
calcium in the bone, which allows us to grow. That’s why the children weren’t growing up: they 
lacked sunshine!

In our developed countries, this disease no longer exists. We give children vitamin D up to the 
age of two, and in colder regions many doctors even advise adults to take it at the start of win-
ter to make sure their bones are solid.
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Exercise 6

Children affected by this illness lived in regions without much sunshine.

It is vital to binding calcium in the bone, which allows us to grow.

Key to exercises



The sun and geography
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Worksheet 8

Exercise 7

The sun is good for your health, but only in small doses and as long as you are protected! If not, 
you can get a sunburn, which hurts, and too much sun can harm the skin and give you a very 
serious disease: skin cancer, but I’m sure you know that already!

Below, draw the things you need to take with you to the beach. Here’s a clue: you need 
at least four!

Exercise 6 (continued)
c) What does our body need to get enough vitamin D?

d) Do you think pictures 1 and 2 date from the same period as picture 3?

Explain your answer by looking carefully at the people in the pictures.

• Hat

• T-shirt

• Sunscreen

• Water

• Sunglasses

• Etc.

Our body needs the sun to get enough vitamin D.

The pictures are not from the same period: you can tell from their clothes, hats 

and hairstyles. Picture 3 is much more recent than pictures 1 and 2.

Key to exercises



The sun and geography
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Worksheet 8

For the first time in their history, people 
living in Rjukan, a village hidden away 
in a steep-sided valley in southern 
Norway, are going to see sunlight in 
winter, using mirrors!

Look at the diagram 
to see how it works.

That’s clever!

Source: Science et vie Junior, October 2013

Key to exercises



The sun and geography
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Worksheet 8

2) Label each photo with its name.

Image 5Image 4 Image 6

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

Exercise 8
1) Look at the photos and then answer the following questions:

• What do these transport and data transmission modes all have in common?

• Do you think they exist? 

Solar airplane Solar car

Solar busSolar boat Satellite 

Solar bicycle

Yes, they all exist. I checked on the Internet.

They all use photovoltaic solar energy.

Key to exercises



Everyone can save energy and be an eco-citizen!
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Worksheet 9

Packing a 
lunch in 
individual plastic 
bags creates a lot of 
waste and uses a lot 
of energy when you 
recycle them.

Even in sleep 
mode, televisions 
and computers 
continue to 
consume energy.

Lamps 
consume
energy when you 
forget to turn them 
off.

Showers
are shorter
and use less
hot water
than baths.

Heat 
is lost through 
windows.

Cars are still 
a mode of
transport that
pollutes and
emits greenhouse
gases.

I ----------------
the television or 
computer when 
I have finished 
watching it or 
working/playing 
on it.

I turn off the
-------------------
when I leave
a room.

I take a short 
--------------- 
rather than a 
bath, and I’m very 
--------------

I close my 
------------ 
shutters or 
curtains or 
at night.

When I go to 
school or to see 
my friends, I don’t 
ask my parents to 
take me there 
----------- . If I can, 
I ------------- 
or ---------  my 
bicycle.

I ask my
parents for a
--------------------- 
instead of using a 
brown paper bag to 
bring my lunch to 
school.

Exercise 1 
There are many things you can do to save energy. Complete these sentences to learn 
about how you can reduce your energy consumption.

NGSS
Saving energy and water can help conserve/preserve Earth’s natural resources.

turn off 
light shower

by car

bedroom

walk
ride

lunch box

fast

Key to exercises



Everyone can save energy and be an eco-citizen!
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Worksheet 9

A: Eat the fruit you want, wherever it comes from. It’s great to eat 
 strawberries at Christmas!

B: Ask your parents (unless they already do!) to buy seasonal fruit, 
 grown locally.

C: It depends: eating pineapples and bananas from time  
 to time is OK, even if they’re grown far away.

When you live in United States and you like fruit, what should you eat?

A: Use recycled paper.

B: Change the sheet as often as you need to.

C: Use both sides of the sheet, regardless of what is on  

 the other side.

If there is no more space left on the piece of paper you are drawing on, 
what should you do?

Exercise 2
Circle the answers that you think are best for the planet. 
There may be more than on right answer.

A:	 A	wooden	ruler	and	a	refillable	pen.	 

B: A metal ruler with a fountain pen and cartridges. 

C: A plastic ruler with ballpoint pens.

What would be best to put in your pencil case?

Key to exercises



Everyone can save energy and be an eco-citizen!
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Worksheet 9

Exercise 3
Satelli had prepared explanations for these three situations, but the letters got all 
mixed up in the printer! Can you work out the jumbled words?

In your 1ncilep scea, 1: ________________________, like all of the objects around you, it is best to 

choose 2tearliasm 2: ____________________________ that can be 3cledrcye 3: __________________________, 

because to produce disposable pens and destroy them uses up a lot of 4ygener 4: ________________.

We often think that 5gasvin 5: ____________________________ paper saves trees, too. Wrong! Paper 

is no longer made directly from trees, but mainly from sawmill by-products. Wood chips can be 

treated in two ways, mechanically or 6ychmicaell 6: __________________________ and thermally to 

extract the cellulose, paper’s main component.

The wood paste extracted is then chemically dyed which causes quite a lot of pollution and then 

dried and packaged. This uses up plenty of energy and water! Recycling the paper uses six times 

less 7aterw 7: ___________________________ and half the energy, and produces 25 times less chemical 

8aswte 8: __________________________!

To have 9rswtrabeeris 9: _____________________________ in winter, you need to import them from far 

away and via 10piaranel 10: _________________________ so that they don’t get damaged, or grow them 

in heated greenhouses either way, you use up 11stlo 11: ______________________ of energy! However, 

when you eat an 12papel 12: _________________________ grown close to your home, it doesn’t need to 

travel far to get to you. Eating pineapples or 13nabasan 13: _________________________ from time to 

time is fine just be careful about what you 14tae 14: _________________________ regularly.

pencil case

materials recycled

energy

saving

water

chemically 

waste

strawberries 

airplane

lots

apple

bananas

eat

Key to exercises



Everyone can save energy and be an eco-citizen!
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Worksheet 9

Lucas forgot to turn off the light in his bedroom. His room is very messy 
so he needs your help to find his way to the light switch.

Circle the numbers that add up and their total to find the 
way to the light switch in Lucas’ bedroom. Remember to 
write + and = as you go through the maze so you don’t 
get lost!

Exercise 4
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Key to exercises



Notebooking
Write a pledge about how you plan to save energy. List 4 actions you can do every day to help save 
energy, money and Earth’s resources.

Everyone can save energy and be an eco-citizen!
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Worksheet 9

Source: ADEME

Exercise 5
Explain the advertisements below and tell us what you think. Do you find them funny 
and, if so, why?

The purpose of this exercise is to make pupils think about 

ways of getting a message across.

To explore this subject in more detail, use workshop no. 3:

Make a poster about solar energy/or energy savings.

Key to exercises



Worksheet 10 Energía solar: 
solar energy in Spanish!
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Exercise 1 
Lucas is going to meet his Spanish pen pal, Pedro, and wants to learn how to introduce 
himself. Why not practice your Spanish, too? Answer Satelli’s questions in the bubble 
and draw a picture of yourself.

“Mi autoretrato”

¡Hola!
Me llamo Lucas.
Tengo 11 años. ¡Hola! Me llamo 

Satelli y Lucas es mi 
amigo.

¿Y tú? 
¿Cómo se llama?

¿Cuántos anos tiene?
¿Quién es tu amigo/a?



Energía solar: solar energy in Spanish!
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Worksheet 10

Niebla 
“Está nublado.”

despejado
“Está despejado.”

Nieve 
“Está nevando.”

viento
“Hace viento.”

tempestuoso
“Está tormentoso.”

calor
“Hace calor.”

frio
“Hace frio.”

granizo
“Está granizando.” lluvia 

“Está lloviendo.”

sol
“Hace sol.”

parcialmente nublado
“Está parcialmente 

nublado.”

Nublado
“Está nublado.” 

Hermosa
“Está hermosa.”

Exercise 2 
To ask “What’s the weather like today?” in Spanish, we say “¿Cómo está el tiempo hoy?” 



Energía solar: solar energy in Spanish!
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Worksheet 10

b) Under each drawing, write the correct phrase in Spanish about the weather:

Exercise 2 (continued) 
a) What’s the weather like today? Write out the answer and then draw it.



Energía solar: solar energy in Spanish!
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Worksheet 10

You have all the vocabulary you need to translate these three words about the sun: a 
yellow star.

• Pantalones azules.

• Una mochila con una es   
   trella roja.

Exercise 2 (continued)
c) Read the weather report given to you, and draw the weather for each town:

Hoy hace sol en 
Los Ángeles.

Hoy está lloviendo 
en Nueva York.

Hoy hace frio y está 
nevando en Chicago. 

In Spanish, the adjective usually comes after the noun! Use the drawings to find 
the right translation.

Exercise 3

• Dos zapatos blancos

• Una camisa amarilla.



Energía solar: solar energy in Spanish!
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Worksheet 10

El sistema de instalación fotovoltaico

Yo funciono utilizando 

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Exercise 5

Use the two Spanish words given here to complete Satelli’s sentence. He’s saying that 
he runs on solar energy.

Exercise 4

energy     energy

solar     solar

Use the following translations to complete the captions in Spanish:

Photovoltaic panel: panel fotovoltaico

Sunlight: luz de sol

Computer: computadora

Electricity:  electricidad

House: casa

Lamp:  lámpara


